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Convolutional Bias Removal Based on Normalizing
the Filterbank Spectral Magnitude
Zekeriya Tufekci, Member, IEEE
Abstract—In this letter, a novel convolutional bias removal
technique is proposed. The proposed method is based on scaling
the filterbank magnitude by the average of filterbank magnitude
over time. The relation between the cepstral mean normalization
(CMN) and proposed algorithm is derived. The experimental
results show that the proposed algorithm is more robust than the
CMN for both convolutional bias and additive noise. For example,
the proposed method reduced the equal error rate by 5.66% and
10.16% on average for the convolutional bias and 12-dB additive
noise, respectively.
Index Terms—Additive noise, convolutional noise, robust
speaker verification.
I. INTRODUCTION
REAL-WORLD applications require that speech recog-nition or speaker verification systems be robust to
interfering noise. The performance of a speech recognition
or speaker verification system drops dramatically when there
is a mismatch between training and testing conditions. Many
different approaches have been studied to decrease the effect of
noise on the performance [1]. The main focus of this letter is
on reducing the effect of stationary convolutional noise on the
speaker verification performance.
Convolutional noise distortions are mostly caused by variable
frequency characteristic of different communication channels,
the use of different microphones, and the use of different hand-
sets for telephony speech. Cepstral mean normalization (CMN)
[2] is a simple but very efficient method to improve the robust-
ness of mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [3] to sta-
tionary convolutional noise. The CMN also reduces the effect of
additive background noise. A new method, namely magnitude
spectrum normalization (MSN), which is based on scaling the
filterbank spectral magnitude by the average filterbank spectral
magnitude, is proposed for convolutional bias removal.
Research on speaker verification [4] has been an active
area for decades. The goal of speaker verification system is to
determine from a voice of sample if a person is whom he or she
claims. The speech can be constrained to be a known phrase
(text-dependent) or totally unconstrained (text-independent).
This study is concerned with the text-independent speaker
verification. The GMMs [5] recently have become dominant
approach in text-independent speaker verification. In this
letter, speakers were modeled using Gaussian mixture models
(GMMs).
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II. CEPSTRAL MEAN NORMALIZATION
AND THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Consider the following speech signal corrupted with sta-
tionary convolutional noise:
(1)
where is the time index, is the clean speech sequence,
is the impulse response of stationary convolutional noise, and
is the corrupted speech signal. After applying the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) to a frame of speech, we get
(2)
where is the frame index and is the DFT index. , ,
and are DFT magnitudes for the noisy speech, clean speech
and convolutional noise, respectively. The filterbank spectral
magnitude is given by
(3)
where is the filterbank spectral magnitude for the
frame and is the filterbank weight vector for the filter. If
we assume that is constant within the frequency band of
filter , we can express the filterbank magnitude as
(4)
where is the convolutional bias for the filterbank. For the
rest of the letter, superscripts will be used to denote the domain
of the observation, thus is the noisy speech vector in the cep-
stral domain for the frame and is the noisy speech vector
in the log-filterbank magnitude domain for the frame. Ab-
sence of a superscript indicates the filterbank magnitude do-
main, e.g, represents the noisy speech vector in the filterbank
magnitude domain for the frame. All variables in bold are
matrices or vectors, and variables in square brackets indicate el-
ements of the vectors or matrices.
A. Cepstral Mean Normalization
Consider the sequence of MFCCs vectors
, where represents the
MFCCs vector for the frame. Its sample mean is
(5)
The CMN consists of subtracting from each cepstral vector
to obtain normalized cepstral vector
(6)
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In the log-filterbank magnitude, domain (6) can be written as (if
all cepstral coefficients are used)
(7)
where is the inverse cosine matrix. Therefore, the CMN
is equal to scaling the filterbank magnitude by the geometric
mean of filterbank magnitude over frames. If we do not use
all cepstral coefficients, then
(8)
B. The Proposed Algorithm
Instead of subtracting the cepstral mean from the cepstrum,
the logarithm of the average filterbank magnitude over a length
of frames is subtracted from the log-filterbank magnitude as
defined below. The sample mean of the filterbank magnitude is
given by
(9)
The MSN consists of subtracting logarithm of from each log-
filterbank vector to obtain normalized log-filterbank vector
(10)
The only difference between the CMN and the proposed algo-
rithm is on scaling the filterbank spectral magnitude. The filter-
bank spectral magnitude is normalized by arithmetic mean for
the proposed algorithm and by geometric mean for the CMN as
seen from (8) and (10). It can be easily shown that both method
are able to remove the convolutional bias. It was shown that
(11)
where is the filterbank spectral magnitude for the clean
speech. Then for the CMN
(12)
Therefore, the CMN removes the stationary convolutional noise
but the filterbank magnitude will be scaled by the geometric
mean of the filterbank magnitude over frames. For the pro-
posed algorithm
(13)
So the MSN will remove the convolutional bias but the resulting
filterbank magnitude will be scaled by the arithmetic mean
of the filterbank magnitude over frames. As a result, both
methods remove the convolutional bias but the resulting filter-
bank spectral magnitude will be scaled by the geometric mean
for the CMN and arithmetic mean for the proposed algorithm.
In this letter, the past frames of speech signal were used to
compute the normalized cepstral coefficients for both CMN
and MSN to make the systems causal.
C. The Effect of Additive and Convolutional Noises on CMN
and MSN-Based MFCCs
It is well known [6] that the arithmetic mean is always greater
than or equal to the geometric mean
(14)
The relation between the expected values of the arithmetic and
geometric means can be computed if the distributions of are
given. If we assume that the MFCCs are Gaussian distributed
random vectors, then the distributions of the MFCCs in the log
magnitude domain will be lognormal. The mean and covariance
matrix of the MFCCs in the log filterbank magnitude domain
can be computed as
(15)
(16)
where is the mean, is the covariance matrix, is the
inverse cosine matrix, and represents the transpose of a
matrix.
If we assume that ’s are independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) random vectors, then we can easily compute the
expected values of the arithmetic and geometric means. The ex-
pected value of the arithmetic mean of can be computed as
(17)
where is the mean of . The expected value of the arithmetic
mean for the filterbank can be computed as
(18)
where is the covariance matrix of . The expected value of
the geometric mean of can be computed as
(19)
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The expected value of the geometric mean for the filterbank
can be computed as
(20)
The approximation in (20) is reasonable since is chosen to
be greater than or equal to 200 in the experiments as shown in
Section III. Using (18) and (20), it can be shown that
(21)
If are i.i.d Gaussian random vectors, the expected value of
the arithmetic mean is always greater than the expected value of
the geometric mean by a factor of , as seen from (21).
We must compare the effect of noise on the MSN- and CMN-
based features when the speech signal is corrupted by additive
and/or convolutional noises. One way of doing this is to compare
the expected value of the difference between the clean speech
filterbank magnitude spectrum and noisy speech filterbank mag-
nitude spectrum for the MSN- and CMN-based features. Let
, be the clean speech and noisy speech (the noise could
be additive, convolutional or both) filterbank magnitude spec-
trum for the frame, respectively. Let , , , be the
mean of , mean of , covariance matrix of , and co-
variance matrix of , respectively. If we ignore the variances
of , and which are very
small compared to the variances of and , respec-
tively, the expected value of the difference between the clean
speech filterbank magnitude spectrum and noisy speech filter-
bank magnitude spectrum for the MSN-based feature can be
computed as
(22)
If we ignore the variances of and
, which are very small compared to the
variances of and , respectively, the expected value
of the difference between the clean speech filterbank magnitude
spectrum and noisy speech filterbank magnitude spectrum for
the CMN-based feature can be computed as
(23)
It is known [1] that additive noise decreases the variance, and
convolutional noise (with a variance) increases the variance
TABLE I
EERS FOR THE BASELINE SYSTEM
in the log-filterbank domain. As seen from (22) and (23), the
expected value of the difference between the clean speech
filterbank magnitude spectrum and noisy speech filterbank
magnitude spectrum is always zero for the MSN-based fea-
ture for all noise conditions but is always nonzero for the
CMN-based feature for all noise conditions (it is assumed
that noise has a variance). This could be the reason that the
MSN-based speaker verification system gives better results
than the CMN-based speaker verification system.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
The NIST 1998 speaker recognition [7] and NOISEX-92 [8]
databases were used to evaluate and compare the performance
of the CMN and MSN for convolutional and additive noise con-
ditions on a speaker verification task.
The NIST 1998 speaker recognition database contains con-
versational telephone speech signals of 250 male and 250 fe-
male speakers sampled at 8 kHz. Only the training and test
data of male speakers were used in the experiments. There are
three training conditions: one session, two-session, and two-ses-
sion-full. Two session full training data were used in the ex-
periments. For each speaker, there are five training files with
1 min of speech in each taken from two different conversa-
tions collected from the same phone number for the two-ses-
sion-full training condition. There are three different test condi-
tions: test segment duration, same/different phone number, and
same/different handset type. Only the test data with 30-s dura-
tions were used in the experiments. There are 1308 speech files
collected from the same phone number using the same handset
type and 1192 speech files collected from different phone num-
bers using different handset types for testing in the database.
The total number of files with 30-s duration is 2500 for testing
in the database. For each test file, there are one trial for the
target speaker and nine trials for non-target speakers. Thus, the
total number of trials is 13 080 for the same phone number
using the same handset type and 25 000 for all files. Noise sig-
nals from NOISEX-92 database were downsampled from 16
to 8 kHz to have the same sampling rate with the NIST 1998
speaker recognition database. Then Factory, Operations room,
Stitel, Speech, and Lynx noises were artificially added to the test
speech signals (the NIST 1998 speaker recognition database) at
SNR levels of 6, 12, and 18 dB to obtain noisy speech data.
All the speech files were normalized to have the same average
power. The speech signal was analyzed with a 32-ms hamming
window every 10 ms. The FFT of each frame was used to calcu-
late the magnitude spectrum of the signal. For the computation
of mel-scaled log filterbank magnitude spectrums, 26 triangular
mel-scaled bandpass filters were designed. MFCCs were com-
puted by taking the DCT of mel-scaled log filterbank magni-
tude spectrums. The first twelve of the MFCCs as well as the
zeroth coefficient were used. All feature vectors also include
delta coefficients. Each speaker was modeled with a 64-com-
ponent GMM. The background model was also modeled with
a 64-component GMM and trained with all speaker’s training
data. The HTK toolkit [9] was used for training and testing.
We conducted a series of experiments under different noise
conditions, different noise levels, using the CMN, MSN, and
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TABLE II
EERS FOR THE CMN AND MSN
baseline systems. No normalization was applied for the base-
line system. We also conducted a series of experiments using
different window lengths to see the effect of window length on
the performance of CMN and MSN. Since it is difficult to com-
pare all the results for the CMN, MSN, and baseline systems,
equal error rates (EER) are averaged over all noise types (Fac-
tory, Operations room, Stitel, Speech, and Lynx noises).
Table I shows the average EERs for the baseline system. The
first row shows noise levels and the second row shows the EERs.
“Clean” represents the test data that were collected from the
same phone number using the same handset type. “Conv.” rep-
resents the all test data that were collected from the same or dif-
ferent phone numbers using the same or different handset types.
Hence, “Conv” represents convolutional noise.
Table II shows the average EERs for six different window
lengths, three additive noise levels using CMN and MSN. The
first column shows the window length in seconds. As seen from
Table II, increasing the window length more than 2 s do not
change the performance significantly for both CMN and MSN.
The proposed algorithm gave better result than CMN for all
noise levels and noise types as seen from Table II. The CMN
performed slightly better than the proposed method only for
the clean speech condition. It is difficult to compare the per-
formance for all conditions. Since the window length more than
two second does not change the performance significantly, the
EERs were averaged over window length excluding the one
second window length. The ninth row shows the average EERs.
The last row shows average percentage reduction in EERs over
the CMN. The proposed algorithm reduces the average EERs by
9.65%, 10.16%, and 8.49% over the CMN for 6-, 12-, and 18-dB
additive noises, respectively. CMNs and MSNs yielded approx-
imately the same EERs for clean speech while the MSNs im-
proved the performance 5.66% for the convolutional noise over
the CMNs. The difference between the expected values of clean
speech filterbank magnitude spectrum and noisy speech filter-
bank magnitude spectrum is zero for the MSN-based feature but
nonzero for the CMN-based feature as shown in Section II-C.
This could be the reason that the MSN-based feature yielded
better results than the CMN-based feature for noisy speech.
As seen from Tables I and II, both CMN and MSN improve
the performance significantly over the baseline system for the
clean and noisy speech (additive and convolutional noises).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this letter, the use of average filterbank spectral magnitude
was investigated for text-independent noise robust speaker veri-
fication. The relation between CMN and MSN has been derived.
It was theoretically shown that both methods remove the convo-
lutional bias. However, the expected values of the clean speech
filterbank magnitude spectrum and noisy speech filterbank mag-
nitude spectrum are the same for the MSN-based features, but
different for the CMN-based features, which may cause perfor-
mance degradation. The performance of CMN and MSN were
compared. It was experimentally shown that the proposed con-
volutional bias removal algorithm outperforms the CMN for
both convolutional and additive noises. It was also shown that
it is not necessary to use all avaliable data for CMN and MSN.
Only about 2 s of moving average of the cepstrums or magni-
tude spectrums are sufficient for convolutional bias removal.
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